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Abstract
With advancement of various information processing and storage techniques, the scale of digital music collections has been
growing at very fast speed during recent decades. To support high-quality content-based retrieval over such a large volume
of music data, how to develop indexing structure with good effectiveness, efficiency and scalability becomes an important
research issue. However, existing techniques mainly focus on improving query efficiency. Very few approaches have been
proposed to address issues related to scalability and accuracy. In this study, we address the problem via introducing a novel
indexing technique called effective music indexing framework (EMIF) to facilitate scalable and accurate music retrieval. It
is designed based on a “classification-and-indexing” principle and consists of two main functionality modules: (1) music
classification—a novel semantic-sensitive classification to identify an input song’s category and (2) indexing module—
multiple local indexing structures, one for each semantic category to reduce query response time significantly. In particular,
the classification model combining linear discriminative mixture model (LDMM) and advanced score fusion scheme has
been applied to estimate category of music accurately. Layered architecture enables EMIF to enjoy superior scalability and
efficiency. To evaluate the approach, a set of experimental studies has been carried out using two large music test collections
and the results demonstrate various advantages of EMIF over state-of-the-art approaches including efficiency, scalability
and effectiveness.
Keywords Multimodal · Indexing · Content-based music retrieval · Efficiency · Scalability
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Recent years have witnessed a fast growth in digital multimedia data from various real application domains (e.g., online
streaming service, education and entertainment) [1–7].
To achieve fast and reliable access on such large volume
of multimedia data, efficiency becomes an important issue
and an intelligent indexing structure is essential to scale the
data space. Particularly, advances in technologies such as
networks, cloud storage and mobile device boosted volume
increase of enormous music data in different formats. For
example, according to Nelsen market report, on-demand
song streaming volume is up 45%, having already exceeded
268 billion in 2018. In response to the needs for tools to
fast access such large size of music information, different
kinds of indexing methods have been recently proposed to
support efficient content-based music information retrieval
(CBMIR) and analysis during the last decades [8–14]. The
specific examples include the CM*F [15], QUC-tree [16],
LSH-based approaches [17–19] and so on. In general, most
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of them are designed based on the principle called “feature
transformation”, which has been emerging as an important
search paradigm. The basic idea is to extract the low-level
acoustic features (usually in the form of a multidimensional
feature vector) from each music document in the database
and then to map the features into points in a high-dimensional feature space as signature. The distance between two
feature points is frequently used as a measure of similarity between two audio files. Once the distance or similarity
function is defined in the feature space, a nearest neighbor
search can be used to retrieve the objects that satisfy the
criteria specified in a given query.

1.1 Motivation
While existing approaches are efficient in some specialized
music IR and database applications [19, 20], many open
problems still remain unsolved. First, good scalability and
low cost-of-maintenance are essential to modern music
information retrieval systems whose contents could easily
be huge and updated frequently. Notice that the rebuilding
cost for existing indexing structure is directly related to the
data size. Unfortunately, relatively little attention has been
paid on improving performance in this direction and associated update operation generally results in very expensive
computational cost. Further, efficiency of query processing
(e.g., response time or system reconstruction time) based
on the existing approaches could be decreased dramatically when the size of music collections becomes larger
and larger. Moreover, recently proposed indexing structures (e.g., M-tree, Hybrid tree, 𝛥-tree, QUC-tree and LSH)
focus primarily on improving query efficiency but generally
ignore the quality of retrieval results. In fact, due to wellknown “semantic gap”, accurate query processing cannot
be achieved using indexing structure constructed based on
low-level features only [21]. In developing comprehensive
music content descriptors for accurate similarity retrieval,
we need to combine low-level feature to produce more effective music signature. This introduces two correlated subproblems: (1) how should the various low-level features be
fused for particular search task and (2) how can the combined feature be compact enough to enable fast search and
classification using existing indexing algorithms or machine
learning methods. Naturally, raw acoustic feature vectors
have high dimensions (e.g., some of them can have up to 100
dimensions) and creating a generalized high-dimensional
index that can handle hundreds of dimensions is still an
unsolved problem to date [22]. This is because many existing indexing methods have an exponential time and space
complexity as the number of dimensions increases. When
indexing high-dimensional vectors, they will not perform
better than sequential scanning of the database. Moreover,
existing study generally ignores scalability issue of indexing
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structure, which is crucial for retrieval and management of
large-scale music databases. This is due to the fact that such
systems can potentially contain thousands of audio files for
retrieval and the contents of the data collections could be
changed frequently. The associated cost could be extremely
high. Motivated by the concerns, several dimensional
reduction methods were proposed to generate smaller content representation to improve efficiency and effectiveness.
However, they still suffer from poor scalability—expensive
update cost or/and low effectiveness—less comprehensive
content representation [23].

1.2 Core technical contributions
In this article, we present a scalable and effective indexing framework called EMIF1. to facilitate fast, scalable and
effective CBMIR. The main contributions to this technical
advancement can be summarized as follows:
– We develop multiple-feature-based music class profiling model to characterize different music categories. In
terms of functionality, it is a probabilistic classifier to
estimate correct label of input music. The scheme can
effectively combine multiple features to enhance categorization effectiveness and thus improve the overall
retrieval accuracy greatly.
– Distinguished from previous approaches, EMIF’S architecture is designed based on a “Classify-and-Indexing”
principle and applies a multiple-layer structure, which
consists of two basic components—classification module
and indexing module. This innovation enables superior
scalability, efficiency and significantly reduces system
reconstruction cost, which is a major overhead for existing solutions.
– We develop a novel deep learning-based music signature
generation scheme called DMSG to compute compact
and comprehensive music descriptor—deep music signature (DMS). The approach can effectively combine various kinds of acoustic features to produce small feature
vector to enhance the indexing and retrieval based on the
existing access methods.
– We conduct a set of detailed experimental studies and
result analysis based on three large test collections. It
demonstrates that EMIF enjoys superior scalability,
effectiveness and efficiency over the existing approaches.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives
background knowledge and literature review on the research.
Section 3 presents the architecture of the EMIF system and
associated learning algorithms. Section 4 gives a detailed
1

EMIF stands for Effective Music Indexing Framework.
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introduction about experimental configuration. Next, Sect. 5
describes a set of comprehensive experiments over three
large music testbeds and gives a detailed analysis of the
related results. Finally, Sect. 6 draws conclusions and indicates several future directions for the work.

2 Related work
In this section, we mainly focus on introducing previous
work and background knowledge related to CBMIR. In
Sect. 2.1, we survey the existing approaches of multidimensional indexing structures. Then, Sect. 2.2 briefly overviews
the prior work about how to model music signal and generate music content descriptor.

2.1 Multidimensional indexing structure
The first relevant stream of literature is about developing
high-dimensional access methods (e.g., indexing tree and
dimension reduction). To support fast similarity search in
high-dimensional databases, various schemes have been proposed in recent decades [24]. The typical examples include
M-tree [25], the VA-file [26], Hybrid tree [27], the iDistance
[28] and Hashing [17, 29–33]. In [25], the authors proposed
the height-balanced M-tree to organize and search large
datasets from a generic metric space, where object proximity is defined by a distance function satisfying the positivity,
symmetry and triangle inequality postulates. The strength of
the M-tree lies in maintaining the pre-computed distance in
the index structure; however, it still suffers from the dimensionality curse. To solve the problem, representation of the
data points using smaller and approximate signatures has
been also proposed in recent years. The typical examples
under this paradigm include the VA-file [26] and the IQ-tree
[34]. The basic idea of VA-file is to divide the data space
into 2b rectangular cells, where b denotes a user-specified
number of bits. The scheme allocates a unique bit-string
of length b for each cell, and approximates data points that
fall into a cell by that bit-string. The VA-file itself is simply
an array of these approximations. KNN searches are performed by scanning the entire approximation file, and by
excluding the vast majority of vectors from the search (filtering step) based on these approximations. When searching
for the nearest neighbors, the entire approximation file is
scanned and the upper and lower bounds on the distance to
the query can easily be determined based on the rectangular
cell represented by the approximations. After the filtering
step, a small set of candidates are then visited and the actual
distances to the query point Q are determined. The VA-file
has been shown to perform well for disk-based systems as
it reduces the number of random I/Os. The IQ-tree was
proposed based on the concept of quantization [34]. The

compressed index has a three-level structure: the first level
is a regular (flat) directory consisting of minimum bounding
boxes, the second level contains data points in a compressed
representation, and the third level contains the actual data.
On the other hand, the compressed MBRs can reduced the
disk I/O during the search processing. One-dimensional
transformations provide another direction for high-dimensional indexing. The iDistance [28] was presented as an
efficient method for KNN search in a multidimensional
space. iDistance partitions the data and selects a reference
point for each partition. The data points in each cluster are
transformed into a single-dimensional space based on their
similarity with respect to a reference point. It then indexes
the distance of each data point to the reference point of its
partition. Since this distance is a simple scalar, with a small
mapping effort to keep partitions distinct, it is possible to
use a standard B+-tree structure to index the data and KNN
search be performed using one-dimensional range search.
More recently, as a novel indexing structure to support fast
approximate query processing, LSH has attracted a lot of
research attentions. The first LSH-based music search system is developed by Yan [17]. It aims to apply LSH to speed
up the nearest neighbor search and the acoustic feature used
is short-time Fourier transform (STFT). Yu et al. develop
dual-phase LSH-based algorithm to improve accuracy and
scalability of content-based music information retrieval
systems [29]. More recently, McFee and Lanckriet apply
variants of the classical KD-tree to support content-based
similarity search over the Million Song Dataset [35].
Due to the difficulty of indexing very high dimensional
data space, a reasonable approach might be to reduce the
dimensionality to a “reasonable” level (e.g., 10–12 dimensions), and then use an existing “high-dimensional” indexing
scheme as an access method (e.g., M-tree or R-tree). In the
past 2 decades, there have been a lot of research efforts on
developing dimension reduction methods. The techniques
can be classified into two independent categories: linear
dimension reduction (LDR) and nonlinear dimension reduction (NLDR). Basic idea of LDR is to apply linear statistical
analysis to map the original high-dimensional features to
low-dimensional ones by eliminating the redundant information from the original feature space. The most well-known
statistical approaches for doing this is the principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminative analysis
(LDA). The fundamental of NLDR is the standard nonlinear
statistical analysis and machine learning algorithm, which
have been widely explored by various research communities
in recent years. However, the drawbacks of NLDR are that
the training of a learning algorithm requires high-quality
training examples and that training can be computationally
inefficient.
In recent years, advanced hashing has been playing more
and more important role in support of fast and effective
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multimedia information retrieval [30–32]. Consequently, a
steady progress in the related field has been observed.

2.2 Music signature generation
The second stream of previous research is about how to
model music contents and develop effective scheme to generate comprehensive music signatures. Indeed, various kinds
of music features can be applied for categorizing and indexing music collections. They include text, acoustic features
and symbolic signature of music melody. Here, our primary
focus is on content-based acoustic features.
While there has been a long history of developing effective techniques for speech recognition and music–speech
identification, much less attention has been paid on developing small and effective music signatures for effective and
efficient retrieval. Many existing systems directly apply the
low-level musical features adapted from signal processing
communities. They include mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), spectral centroid, linear prediction coefficients, spectral flux, etc. [36]. One typical example using this
approach is the scheme proposed by Nam and Berger [37].
In the study, three different kinds of low-level acoustic features (spectral centroid, short-time energy, and zero crossing
rate) are extracted and combined as music descriptors to
support automatic music genre classification. In [38], a set
of nearest feature line methods are developed to facilitate
content-based audio retrieval and classification. Lu et al.
explore audio classification with nine different audio features including MFCCs, zero crossing rates (ZCR), shorttime energy (STE), sub-band power distribution, brightness,
bandwidth, spectrum flux (SF), band periodicity (BP) and
noise frame ratio (NFR) [39]. In this study, support vector
Table 1  Summary of symbols
and definitions
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machine (SVM) is used as a classifier. Tzanetakis et al. propose the MARSYAS system to model music signals. It can
extract a set of features to describe and represent various
acoustic properties such as timbral texture, pitch content
and rhythm [40]. Wavelet analysis enjoys superior capability to effectively estimate signals’ probability distribution over time and frequency. Motivated by this observation, Daubechies wavelet histogram technique(DWCHs) is
proposed to capture more discriminative information from
local and global perspective and has been proven to be a
very effective approach to generate music signatures [41].
Effective multiple acoustic feature fusion is important for
music content modeling. In [42], Shen et al. develop a neural
network-based music content descriptor generation scheme
to combine various kinds of acoustic feature in nonlinear
fashion. The experimental results over three music test collections show that music classification and retrieval based
on the approach is a good way to improve the accuracy and
robustness. More recently, Song and Zhang develop a regularized least-squares framework to generate music signature
for semi-supervise music genre classification [43] (Table 1).

3 System architecture
This section gives a detailed introduction on overall system
architecture of EMIF, its two basic components and related
algorithms. EMIF, as illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of two
major functionality layers—music classification module and
indexing module. The main functionality of the first layer
is to categorize input music accurately and music indexing module contains a group of deep learning music signature generation schemes and indexing trees, one for each

Notation

Definition

c
f
L
C
B
F
M
CF
DMS
𝛩fs
vbf
Vf
Lc
lfc
𝐖𝐜
Lsqe
Extractf

Music class c
Feature type f
Loss function of deep learning framework
Number of classes in the database
Number of blocks for music segmentation
Number of acoustic features extracted
Number of training examples for logistic fusion function
Score combination function
Deep music signature
Parameter set for GMM
Feature vector extracted from block b for feature type f
Set of feature vectors extracted from different blocks for feature type f
Final score generated by logistic combination function for class c
Likelihood value generated by category c’s profile model using feature type f
Fusion weight vector of logistic fusion function for class c
Squared error loss
Feature extraction scheme for feature type f
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MCMM for
Class 1

Logistic
Regression

DP
Autoencoder
Index Tree 1

MCMM for
Class 2

Logistic
Regression

Comparison

DP
Autoencoder
Index Tree 2

Input
Music

MCMM for
Class S

DP
Autoencoder

Logistic
Regression

Index Tree S

Indexing Module

Classification Module
Fig. 1  The architecture of EMIF indexing framework

Fig. 2  Statistical class modeling
module based on multiple
features for category c

category. To search a set of similar music based on input
example, different features are extracted first and then music
category c can be identified. Finally, top k songs are returned
after search using the local indexing tree for category c.

3.1 Multifeature‑based music category modeling
In EMIF, the first layer consists of C music category modeling modules (MCMM), which aim to effectively model each
music category (or class) and support classification. Each
MCMM in EMIF corresponds to one music category in the
database and C is the total number of music categories in the
database. As illustrated in Fig. 2, MCMM is made up of two
parts: (1) feature extraction, and (2) a set of LDMMs (linear discriminative mixture model) built for statistical modeling of music category based on various kinds of acoustic
features. A LDMM is a stochastic model combining the

advantages of LDA and Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
The novelty of LDMM is its greatest capability and flexibility to support effective feature modeling. In MCMM, each
LDMM corresponds to one acoustic feature type.
3.1.1 Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the computational process to calculate a
numerical representation of music documents. In EMIF, the
partition-based approach is applied to extract multiple local
features. The basic idea is that an input signal is first segmented into small blocks and then different kinds of acoustic
features are extracted from each block as basic content representation. Specifically, the features considered in this study
include timbre, rhythm and pitch. The extraction process
can be denoted as

V f = Extract f (MD) = [v1f , v2f , … , vBf ],

(1)
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Fig. 3  Partition-based feature extraction scheme used in EMIF

where V f is the set of vectors for a feature f extracted from
the B blocks of the input music MD. For our system, GMM
is used as a statistical processor to model feature distributions for the particular semantic concepts. Based on each
kind of feature, a GMM-based category model can be trained
separately for the task of class identification and detail information about acoustic features used in this study is as below
(Fig. 3).
– Timbre feature Timbral texture is a global statistical music property used to differentiate a mixture of
sounds. It has been widely applied to speech recognition and audio classification. The 33-dimensional feature vector representing timbre feature includes means
and variance of spectral centroid, spectral flux, time
domain zero crossings and 13 MFCC coefficients (32)
plus low energy(1).
– Rhythm feature Rhythmic content indicates reiteration
of musical signal over time. It can be represented as
beat strength and temporal pattern. The beat histogram
(BH) proposed by Tzanetakis et al. [40] is used to
describe rhythmic content. The 18-dimensional feature
vector is used to represent rhythmic information of
music and includes relative amplitude of the first six
histogram peaks (divided by the sum of amplitudes),
ratio of the amplitude of five histogram peaks (from
second to sixth) divided by the amplitude of the first
one, period of the first six histogram peaks, and overall sum of the histogram.
– Pitch feature Pitch is an important acoustic feature
used to characterize melody and harmony information
in music file. It can be extracted via the multi-pitch
detection techniques [44]. The 18-dimensional pitch
feature vector includes the amplitude and periods of
the maximum six peaks in the histogram, pitch interval
between the six most prominent peaks and the overall
sums of the histograms.
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3.1.2 Statistical category profiling with linear
discriminative mixture model
For the purpose of effective category identification, EMIF
constructs a statistical model for each class using multiple
multiple features. To achieve this, the individual feature of
the music objects is extracted, and then individual profiling model for one class is built based on each feature. In
our framework, category profiling aims to capture statistical properties of different features using linear discriminative mixture model (LDMM), which is a novel classification scheme combining the advantages of both LDA and
GMMs. The main advantage of LDA over other linear
subspace methods is to generate a discriminative feature
space to maximize the ratio of between-class scatter against
within-class scatter (Fisher’s criterion). In the LDMM for ea
textittextitch acoustic feature, LDA is used as feature
extraction that provides a linear transformation of raw features (n-dimensional) to m-dimensional subspace (m dimension, m < n ). Consequently, the samples belonging to the
same category are close together and the samples from different categories are far apart. At the same time, since LDA
can significantly reduce the dimensionality of raw feature,
LDMM’s training and classification will be accelerated
greatly. With GMM, the probability of class s can be modeled as a random variable drawn from a probability distribution for a particular feature f after LDA transformation.
Given a parameter set 𝛩fs based on feature f, the probability
distribution is present as a mixture of multivariate component densities:
}
{ J
B
∏
∑
c
c
c c
c
wfj pf (vbf | 𝝁fj , 𝜮 fj ) ,
Pf (V f |{sTheta) =
(2)
b=1

j=1

where V f = {v1f , v2f , … , vBf }. The Gaussian density is used
as the multivariate component in this study, according to
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∑
c
GMM 𝛩fs = {wcfj , 𝜇fjc , cfj �where 1 < j < J}, where wcfj , 𝝁cfj
and 𝜮 cfj denote, respectively, mixture weights, mean vectors
and covariance matrices. Also, pcf (vbf | 𝝁cfj , 𝜮 cfj ) is the probability of a class label s based on feature f extracted from
segment b and given data vbf , and can be easily calculated
using the Gaussian density function and associated parameters {𝝁cfj , 𝜮 cfj }.
In EMIF, an EM algorithm is used to determine a set of
model parameters [45]. The EM is an iterative optimization
method to estimate some unknown parameters based on
given data set. This process of estimation is an iterative hillclimbing procedure. The goal is to derive an optimal parameter set 𝛩fs via a maximum likelihood estimation. The training procedure is repeated until the log-likelihood value is
increased by less than a predefined threshold from one iteration to the next. Since EMIF considers different features, the
overall training procedure will be repeated multiple times,
once for each feature. After the training process is completed, the likelihood value generated based on feature f for
input feature vector V f can be given as below:
lfc = log(Pcf (V f |𝛩fs ))
({ J
})
B
∑
∑
.
=
log
wcfj pcf (vbf | 𝝁cfj , 𝜮 cfj )
b=1

(3)

j=1

An overall likelihood value can be derived based on various
features for category s, expressed as below:

Lc = Cc (𝐥𝐜 , 𝐖𝐜 ),
(4)
where 𝐥𝐜 = {l1c , l2c , … , lFc } and 𝐖𝐜 = {W1c , W2c , … , WFc } contain combination weights and scores from the category profiling model for class s. Cc is likelihood value combination
function. Lc can be used to quantify the universal similarity
distance between and input object and a class label s. In fact,
the simplest way to determine combination weights would
be to give all combination weights same value, no matter
the score is generated based which feature. The key problem for this approach is that different feature might have
varied impact on determine category of incoming objects.
To alleviate this problem, in the next section, we introduce
the logistic function for score fusion and the relative training
algorithm to generate score fusion weights. The method can
scale likelihood value Lc to [0,1].

3.2 Fusion weight estimation
To gain a comprehensive statistical model for each music
category in EMIF, it is very important to develop effective
fusion weight estimation scheme to compute likelihood
score. In this article, we introduce two approaches, which
are similar to the ones used in [46].

3.2.1 Logistic regression‑based scheme
In this approach, logistic function is applied as a linear combination scheme CF c to derive an overall likelihood score.
Basic idea is very similar to ones presented in [46]. Logistic
function has been widely used in many real applications and
serves as key technical component in Logistic Regression
(LR) [47, 48]. With logistic functions, formula 5 can be presented as below:

Lc = CF c (𝐥𝐜 , 𝐖𝐜 ) =

1
�
�,
∑F
c c
1 + exp −y c
W
l
f =1 f f

(5)

where y c = 1 if this input object belongs to category s,
y c = −1 otherwise, Wfc is the weight for category c’s likelihood value generated based on feature f. F is the size of input
score and equals the number of feature types extracted in the
first layer. Lc denotes the overall relevancy score - conditional probability of class c. The main reason for using LR
to estimate parameters is that less statistical assumptions are
required and less computational cost is needed for training.
More importantly, the output of logistic functions can be
mapped to probabilistic value, ranging from 0 to 1. Based
on Eq. 5, the likelihood value occurring in the learning samples is
M
�

1
�,
�
∑F
c c
m=1 1 + exp −y c
W
l
f =1
f f

(6)

where M is the number of training examples. The goal of the
training process is to maximize the overall likelihood value
and obtain 𝐖𝐜 to minimize log loss of the model, as below:
))
(
(
F
M
∑
∑
.
Wfc lfc
ln 1 + exp −y c
(7)
i=1

f =1

To achieve this goal, an algorithm is developed based on
a parallel-update optimization scheme proposed by Collins et al. [49]2 and Fig. 4 shows its details. Theoretically,
the basic procedure aims to minimize LogLoss. During the
training, on each iteration t, the distribution dt,i is updated
to increase the weights of misclassified training examples
in the previous round. To calculate the data distribution
between positive and negative learning examples, the algorithm is revised to give dt,i weight.

2

For more information, please refer to paper [49].
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Fig. 4  Logistic regression
training algorithm to determine
weights of score fusion for
class c

Fig. 5  DMSG—a deep
learning-based music signature
generation scheme

Deep Musical Signature Gained via Deep Neural Network
dms1

dms2

A Set of Linear Vectors - DMS

dmsB

Deep Learning
Architecture Set of Deep
Neural Networks

PCA

PCA

PCA

Feature Set for
Block 1

Feature Set for
Block 2

Feature Set for
Block B

Low-level Acoustic
Features from Different Blocks

Segmentation and Acoustic Feature Extraction

Raw Music Signal

3.3 Deep music signature generation and music
retrieval
The basic principle of EMIF is to identify the category of an
input music in the first layer and then carry out query processing using the corresponding local indexing tree in the second
layer. To achieve this goal, a deep learning-based music signature generation scheme (DMSG) is developed to combine
various low-level acoustic features extracted from different
segments into Deep Music Signature (DMS)—a set of linear
vectors. Its physical representation can be given as

DMS = {dms1 , dms2 , … , dmsB },

13

(8)

where B is number of blocks in the music. Then linear similarity functions (e.g., Euclidean distance) can be applied
to calculate the similarity between two music documents.
DMSC is deep neural network architecture based on stacked
denoising autoencoder (SDA) and principal components
analysis (PCA). Figure 5 illustrates its detail structure. It
performs learning task via
– PCA is used to preprocess raw input features from different blocks via linear transformation and speed up
learning of SDA.
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Fig. 6  a Autoencoder and b denoising autoencoder

– SDA is adopted to pretrain neural networks for each block
with unlabeled data.
– For each block of input music documents, the parameters
of SDA are optimized via stochastic gradient descent [50].
Both denoising autoencoder (DAE) and stacked denoising autoencoder (SDA) are developed based on autoencoder
(AE) [51]. Generally, it consists of two key components—
encoder and decoder. Encoder transforms an input X into
hidden representation y and decoder maps it back to a reconstructed d-dimensional vector z. Figure 6a illustrates basic
idea of AE. In this study, we consider that the hidden layer
is encoded by a nonlinear one-layer neural network and the
mapping can be Y = 𝛷(X). The reconstruction from hidden
representation Y can be computed using Z = 𝛩(Y). There
could be various kinds of distributional assumptions on the
input given the code. Various loss functions can be applied to
quantify reconstruction errors on the output side. In this study,
since we assume the distribution dist(X|Z) is Gaussian, squared
error loss Lsqe can be used:
(9)

Lsqe (X, Z) = ||X − Z||2 .

In real world, the reconstruction criterion alone may not be
able to guarantee the generation of effective representation
of raw data. It might easily lead to the undesirable result—
“simply copy the input”. Thus, DAE is proposed to avoid
this phenomenon by taking different strategy—training neural network locally to denoise noisy versions of initial inputs.
Part (B) of Fig. 6 visualizes the basic idea of DAE. It is done
̃ via a stochastic
by first constructing X’s corrupted version X
̃
̃
mapping X − qD (X|X). qD is a function to corrupt X and the

̃ is then mapped to a hidden representation
corrupted input X
Y = 𝛷1 (X), where Y is then used to reconstruct the initial
version of X by Z = 𝛩(Y). The reconstruction error L(X, Z)
̃ Z) is minimized in DAE. During the traininstead of L(X,
ing, each round one training example X is given, a different
version of corrupted X is generated based on function qD.
In our approach, SDA is applied to build deep learning
architecture for computing DMS as basic component, one
for each music block. We initialize the deep neural network
using the same strategy which stacking RBMs in deep belief
networks apply. Figure 7 illustrates the procedure to gain
multilayer DAE. First, the corrupted input is only used for
training each layer at very beginning. This is very important
to learn effective features. Right after the mapping function
𝛷 has been learnt successfully, it can be applied to process
uncorrupted inputs. Then to train the neurons in the next
layer, corrupted training examples will be used as inputs.
After a set of encoders are trained and stacked as SDAs,
outputs from top layer serve as music content representation—DMS and inputs to different indexing structure for
effective and efficient music search. In this study, we apply
stochastic gradient descent to infer and optimize various
parameters of the SDAs due to its good efficiency [50].

4 Experimental configuration
Before presenting experimental results, we first introduce the
experimental configuration including the test music datasets,
evaluation metrics, query tasks and competitors considered
for performance comparison.

4.1 Music testbed
The testbed plays an important role in evaluating contentbased music retrieval systems. To facilitate the evaluation,
three separate music databases are used. The first one, called
Dataset I, is used for testing performance of different methods on genre-based retrieval. It contains 5000 music data
items covering ten genres with 500 songs per genre. This
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dataset is very similar to the test collection used in [40, 41].
To ensure variety of recording quality, the excerpts of this
dataset were taken from radio, compact disks, and MP3
compressed audio files. It consists of ten music genre categories: Classical, Country, Dance, Hip-hop, Jazz, Reggae,
Metal, Blues and Pop. The second dataset, called Dataset II,
is used for evaluating performance of different methods on
artist-based query. It contains 7000 songs covering 50 different artists. It includes 25 male singers (such as Van Morrison, Michael Jackson, Elton John) and 25 female singers
(such as Kylie Minogue, Madonna, Jennifer Lopez). Thus,
there are 140 songs for each singer in Dataset II. Dataset
III contains 1000 sounds covering 10 different solo instruments such as piano, guitar and violin, and there are 100
music items for each category. This dataset is developed to
test performance of instrument-based similarity search. The
music in both Dataset II and Dataset III was collected from
the CD collection of the authors and their friends.

4.2 Evaluation metrics and tasks
The efficacy of multimedia retrieval systems can be assessed
by different performance metrics. The different kinds of
measures can reflect different characteristics of each system.
In this study, our goal is to demonstrate the effectiveness of
our evaluation methodology under different kinds of measures. Thus, we test the methodology with various evaluation
metrics. They include precision measured up to a certain
rank (P@k) and mean average precision (MAP).
In situations where the results are ranked, P@k is a common measure of precision based on the top-k matches:

P@k =

Number of relevant objects in top k
.
k

(10)

MAP is the most frequently used measure of ranked retrieval
and can be defined as
∑M
(P@m × rel(m))
(11)
,
MAP = m=1
RE
where M is the number of objects retrieved, RE is the number of relevant objects, P@m is the precision at cutoff rank
m, and rel(m) is a binary function on the relevance of the
rank m object. MAP is one of the most popular system-oriented measures, whereas precision measured at cutoff R is
typically a user-oriented measure.
Content-based music retrieval can be informally defined
as the user submits a query music clip and the system
retrieves a list of music pieces from the database that are
most similar; the list of “matching” pieces is displayed in
order starting from the most similar. However, the meaning
of music similarity can be defined over a board range and
each notion of similarity corresponds to one kind of query.
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In this study, we consider the following three different music
retrieval tasks:
– Type I: Search music that has similar genre from database constructed using Dataset I.
– Type II: Search music performed by the same artist from
database constructed using Dataset II.
– Type III: Search music with the same instrument from
database constructed using Dataset III.

4.3 Competitors
To demonstrate different advantages of EMIF, we compare
EMIF with the following state-of-the-art:
– EMIF: In this study, a CBMIR system is built based on
EMIF and Hybrid tree is selected as multidimensional
indexing structure to speed up music search.
– DWCH + hybrid tree (DWCH+HT): Daubechies wavelet
histogram technique (DWCH) is used to extract waveletbased music signatures to describe music content. Similar to EMIF, Hybrid tree is the indexing structure for
speeding up search process.
– MARSYAS + hybrid tree (MARSYAS+HT): MARSYAS
framework is used to extract the signatures, which linearly combines three different acoustic features—timbral
texture, pitch content and rhythm. Similar to EMIF and
DWCH+HT, Hybrid tree is the indexing structure for
speeding up search process.
All above methods have been implemented and tested on a
Intel (R) Core (TM) i5, 2.40 GHz, PC running the Windows
7.0 operating system.

5 An empirical study
This section presents an experimental study to evaluate the
proposed method and its competitive schemes. Our results
demonstrate the superiority of EMIF against other stateof-the-art approaches over a range of different measures,
including accuracy of retrieval, scalability to accommodate
different sizes of data and handle update process, improvement on efficiency in terms of the query response time.

5.1 Effectiveness comparison
In the first experiment, we report a comparative study on
the retrieval effectiveness of DWCH+HT, MARSYAS+HT,
EMIF and EMIF without the decision module.3 Tables 2, 3
3

EMIF without decision module is denoted by EMIF-W.
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Table 2  Query accuracy comparison of EMIF and other approaches
for music retrieval based on Query Type I

EMIF
EMIF-W
DWCH+HT
MARSYAS+HT

Query accuracy
P@10

MAP

0.617
0.527
0.372
0.297

0.511
0.452
0.302
0.275

Query Response Time (ms)

Query methods

350
300

150
100
50

MAP

0.603
0.515
0.361
0.285

0.505
0.452
0.292
0.266

Table 4  Query accuracy comparison of EMIF and other approaches
for music retrieval based on Query Type III
Query methods

EMIF
EMIF-W
DWCH+HT
MARSYAS+HT

Query accuracy
P@10

MAP

0.725
0.605
0.435
0.365

0.617
0.526
0.382
0.291

and 4 illustrate the query precisions for three different music
query types in terms of different measurements. Specifically,
in each test, we randomly select query examples from the
database and no overlap between query sets and training sets
exists. It can be clearly seen that EMIF achieves significant
improvement on query accuracies for all cases. In particular, the EMIF method improves the query effectiveness over
three query types, on average, 11.2% for P@10 and by 13.2%
for MAP. These results indicate that EMIF, whose structure
integrates classification scheme, deep learning-based music
signature generation scheme and multiple high-dimensional
access methods into one framework, is more effective than
other approaches. This superior effectiveness is due to the
multiple layer structure, which contains category statistical
profiling model and a likelihood score fusion scheme based
on Logistic regression. Furthermore, the access methods
supporting query process on data from individual category
lead to a compact searching space and faster retrieval.
The decision module with logistic regression score fusion
function plays an important role in enhancement of EMIF’s

5

10

15

20

Query Result Size

Fig. 8  Query response time comparison of EMIF and other
approaches—Query I

350
300
Query Response Time (ms)

EMIF
EMIF-W
DWCH+HT
MARSYAS+HT

P@10

MARSYAS+HT

200

0

Query accuracy

DWCH+HT

250

Table 3  Query accuracy comparison of EMIF and other approaches
for music retrieval based on Query Type II
Query methods

EMIF

EMIF

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

250
200
150
100
50
0

5

10

15

20

Query Result Size

Fig. 9  Query response time comparison of EMIF and other
approaches—Query II

performance. To investigate the effects of the decision module, we compare the difference between EMIF with and
without decision module via experiments over three different query types. Tables 2, 3 and 4 present relative gains in
query accuracy when the decision module is integrated for
weight estimation. Integrating the decision module has a
strong influence on the retrieval accuracy for all different
query cases. We find that the corresponding performance
improvement is fairly high (about 17%). The main reason
behind this performance gain is that the misclassification
can be captured using the weight of scores from different
features with logistic-based learning. The misclassification
by LDMM-based category models in the first layer of the
system is further corrected by the inductive process of LR
via an adaboost-like training algorithm. This implies that
final classification accuracy can be improved significantly
via the performance compensation in the decision module.
Experimental results also validate this finding empirically.
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Table 5  System reconstruction time comparison
approaches with different number of classes

50
Query Response Time (ms)

EMIF

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

40

Total classes

30
20
10
0

5

10

15

20

Query Result Size

Fig. 10  Query response time comparison of EMIF and other
approaches—Query III

5.2 Efficiency comparison
For large music databases, response time to query is another
key indicator for system performance. Although the statistical concept model and decision module in EMIF lift the
accuracy significantly, they might introduce extra query cost
overhead. In this experiment, we show how it affects the
time efficiency. A test was run with 1000 query examples
randomly selected from the music datasets. Figures 8, 9
and 10 show the response time of three different queries
for different methods with various size of the result sets.
From the experimental results summarized in the figures,
we can see that EMIF achieves great gain in terms of query
speed against the other approaches for all sizes of result
set. MARSYAS+HT performs worst among all different
approaches tested. EMIF achieves the best response time
over different query tasks and compared to other approaches,
performance improvement is very significant, at least 14.6%.
The main reason behind this is that EMIF’s layered structure which facilitates retrieval processing based on index
structure from individual class results in a more compact
searching space (smaller indexing structure). Consequently,
this improves the final query speed significantly. Further,
another major advantage of our scheme is its simplicity. All
the components in our framework (such as LDA, GMM, single layer neural network and logistic regression) are standard
techniques which can be implemented efficiently.
In addition, the proposed EMIF system is very efficient
in terms of space cost, and hence it can be applied to larger
databases. During the first phase of retrieval process—categorization, we do not need to access the real data in the
database, but only the discriminative information in LDMM
and decision module. Such information is generated during
the construction stage, and will not incur any cost overhead
for identification. Those system parameters are only proportional to the number of classes. It is not affected significantly
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

of

different

System reconstruction time (s)
EMIF

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

407
409
367
390
398
402
387
364
309
399

206
400
720
900
1200
1805
1951
2345
2876
3320

210
408
705
890
1250
1890
2100
2580
2900
3421

by database size as one class may have thousands of music
objects. Thus, comparing to other approaches, potentially,
our approach can achieve less search cost for the same size
of data. Furthermore, the model can be very adaptive to
insertion of new semantic class because scoring module
and corresponding access method for each category are
independent.

5.3 Scalability comparison
Scalability is particularly important for large music databases, because such systems can potentially contain thousands of audio files for retrieval and the content of the data
collections could be updated frequently. In this section, we
illustrate the behavior of our scheme under different sizes
of data. EMIF is evaluated against other schemes using (1)
datasets containing different number of classes and (2) datasets containing different number of music objects. Due to
space limitation, we only present the empirical results using
Dataset I.
In the first experiment, we compare the reconstruction
cost and query accuracy of EMIF and other approaches
when different classes of music are gradually inserted into
the system. Note that the subset of classes and the order of
class insertion is chosen randomly. In Table 5, the number of
classes varies from 1 to 10. The results show that compared
to other methods, EMIF consumes much less construction
time. One thing worth noting is that when the number of
classes is less than 2, all other methods use less time to
complete construction than EMIF does. This is because
besides building indexing tree and music signature generation scheme for music from new class, EMIF’s construction
cost also includes training time for relative LR analysis. This
overhead could make EMIF less efficient in terms of construction cost when the number of classes is small. From
Table 5, we also find that there is no significant increase for
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Table 6  Query accuracy comparison of different approaches with different number of classes (Query Type I and Dataset I)

Table 7  Query accuracy comparison of different approaches with different number of music—static case

Total classes

Music size

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Query accuracy (P@10)
EMIF

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

0.661
0.654
0.642
0.637
0.632
0.629
0.625
0.620
0.617
0.617

0.543
0.512
0.493
0.472
0.467
0.445
0.431
0.389
0.378
0.372

0.537
0.525
0.489
0.476
0.425
0.411
0.386
0.352
0.325
0.297

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

Query accuracy (P@10)
EMIF

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

0.657
0.645
0.635
0.629
0.617

0.531
0.506
0.488
0.419
0.372

0.502
0.461
0.413
0.375
0.297

Table 8  Query accuracy comparison of different approaches with different number of music—incremental case
Music size

Query accuracy (P@10)
EMIF

reconstruction time when the system includes more object
classes. The main reason is that with “classify-and-indexing” approach, only one associated indexing structure needs
to be built when a new class is integrated into the database.
Also, the index’s size is much smaller. Likewise, Table 6
illustrates the query accuracy as the number of classes is
varied from 1 to 10. EMIF demonstrates much better stability in terms of query accuracy. In contrast, performance of
all other methods deteriorates rapidly with the growth of the
number of classes.
On the other hand, as the number of stored items
increases, the performance of a CBMIR system may degrade
due to noise and more similar objects in the database. Thus,
we compare the query accuracy and response time of the
EMIF system with other approaches using different sizes
of data. Our methodology is as follows. First, we randomly
pick 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000 music. 20% of data
are used for training and the rest is used for testing. Then we
increase the size of music gradually from 1000, and measure
the query response time and the query accuracy. Note that
there are two cases for this evaluation as below:
– Case I—static: For the static case, the system is initially
trained and tested with 1000 music. Then we increase the
dataset to 2000 music, train the system again and evaluate it. This process is repeated until the size of music
reaches to 5000 music.
– Case II—incremental: In this setting, the system is
trained and evaluated with 1000 music at the first stage.
Then, 1000 music is added into the system without rerunning the training process and we carry out the evaluation
on the systems again. The process will be repeated until
the size of music reaches to 5000 music.
Tables 7 and 8 summarize the results of query accuracy
comparison on the above two cases, respectively. Note

1000
2000
3000
4000
5000

0.657
0.625
0.609
0.595
0.590

DWCH+HT

MARSYAS+HT

0.531
0.506
0.488
0.419
0.372

0.502
0.461
0.413
0.375
0.297

that since both DWCH+HT and MARSYAS+HT are not
learning-based methods, the results for the two cases are the
same. As shown, EMIF outperforms its competitors greatly.
Comparing EMIF with the other schemes in both contexts,
several important observations can be gained. First, EMIF
still outperforms the competitors in the static scenario. This
makes it a very promising scheme since the static approaches
actually optimize over the full datasets. Second, as expected,
EMIF in the dynamic context is inferior to that in the static
context. However, the degeneration is acceptable.

6 Conclusion
In this article, we introduce a novel approach called EMIF
based on the “classify-and-indexing” design principle. To
achieve a more scalable indexing framework, an independent LDMM-based profiling model for each music category
is constructed using multiple features to generate likelihood score. To address robustness issues, a decision module with logistic regression-based score fusion function has
been developed to further improve classification accuracy.
Moreover, EMIF’s layered architecture results in more compact indexing structure for each category and consequently
achieves a significant reduction on query execution time and
updating cost. Combination of two schemes further enhances
the scalability of the whole system, while providing largescale music search with effectiveness and efficiency. To
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validate the approach, we have carried out comprehensive
experiments and the results demonstrate the various advantages of EMIF over the existing state-of-the-art indexing
methods.
The current study can be extended in several interesting
directions for future investigation: first, at this stage, our
method is only tested using music data. It would be interesting to apply the method to data on other application domains
(e.g., image and video retrieval) and investigate corresponding experimental results. In addition, developing a framework for estimating cost model of indexing framework construction and maintenance is another promising direction.
Last but not least, we plan to design advanced fusion scheme
to combine scores.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License (http://creativeco
mmons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided you give appropriate
credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the
Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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